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Cepsa will give a second life to sludge 

 from the La Rábida Energy Park  
 
 

• The company will recycle 700 tons per year of sludge from the 
treatment of intake water, which will be converted into raw material to 
produce fertile soil  

• This process will also reduce water consumption at the facilities and, 
consequently, improve process efficiency 

• Cepsa has set a target of minimizing, recycling, and recovering 8,000 
tons of its operational waste by 2030 (vs. 2019) 

 

 

Cepsa is taking a further step towards the circularity of its processes by setting a goal of 
recovering 700 tons per year of sludge from the pretreatment of water for its operations 

at the La Rábida Energy Park. Through sludge processing, the materials present in the 
water, such as clay, sand, plankton, and other microorganisms, will give this resource a 
new life in areas such as extensive horticulture. Furthermore, reducing this sludge will 

improve the quality of the water used in the processes, thereby reducing consumption. 
 
By working with new technologies, waste co-processing projects, and synergies with 

other companies, the company continues to move towards a zero-waste business model 
In this sense, Cepsa has undertaken different projects such as the partnership with Saint-
Gobain Weber to recycle 1,000 tons of waste per year that can be used as a feedstock 

in industrial mortar production for the construction sector. 
 
For Jorge Acitores, director of the La Rábida Energy Park: "Our facilities must be a 
reference in implementing a new circular production model that minimizes the use of 

virgin raw materials and promotes the use of waste, giving it a second life. Innovations 
such as the one announced today at the La Rábida Energy Park are an example of the 
commitment included in our 2030 'Positive Motion' strategy to become a reference in the 

energy transition." 
 
Innovation and investment in water treatment, both upstream and downstream, is a 

priority for the company. In this respect, the water treatment plant at the La Rábida 
Energy Park, built in 1990, was a pioneer in Spain in the treatment and reuse of water 
from its processes. At present, this industrial center recycles close to two million cubic 

meters of water per year, as stated in its latest public environmental statement. 
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Cepsa is a leading international company committed to sustainable mobility and energy with a solid technical 
experience after more than 90 years of activity. The company also has a world-leading chemicals business 
with increasingly sustainable operations.  
 
Through its strategic plan for 2030, 'Positive Motion,' Cepsa projects its ambition to be a leader in sustainable 
mobility, biofuels, and green hydrogen in Spain and Portugal, and to become a reference in the energy 
transition. The company places customers at the heart of its business and will work with them to help them 
advance their decarbonization objectives. ESG criterion inspire all of Cepsa’s actions as it advances toward 
its net positive objective.  
 
Over the course of this decade, it will reduce our Scope 1 and 2 CO2 emissions by 55% and the carbon 
intensity index of the energy products sold by 15-20%, with the aim of achieving net zero emissions before 
2050. 
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